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This inspection report is to provide a report on the general state of repair of the property described
below. It is not a Full Structural Survey as it is not practical to examine unexposed or inaccessible areas
of the property, but it is a report by the surveyor on those matters expressly set out in this report to
establish the general state of repair and the structural condition of the property based on the visible
elements as outlined in the report, together with valuation advice. This report will not detail defects of no
structural significance, of minor significance, or in unexposed or inaccessible areas as it is a report on
the visible surface only. We have not inspected woodwork or other parts of the structure which are
covered, unexposed or inaccessible and we are therefore unable to report that any such part of the
property is free from defect. This report does not check for pyrite, Woodworm/insect related damage or
the presence of Asbestos or Japanese Knotwood. It does not check for rodent infestation in difficult to
reach/unsafe areas of the building including attic spaces. The report does not refer to floodplain
mapping or 1 in 50 or 100 year extreme weather events or recent extreme weather events in reference
to flooding liability or regularity. The report does not consult local authority water services drawings to
establish if local authority drainage traverses the property which may affect subsequent development of
the dwelling.
We always recommend that a separate report be conducted on all plumbing and electrical work by a
competent registered plumber and electrician.
The information set out below must be read in conjunction with the marginal notes which form an
integral part of the report. You are advised to show a copy of this report to your solicitor.

Report No.

49-HS-XX

Name of Client:

XXXXXXXXXXXX

Address of property inspected:

Dundrum,
Dublin 14.

Date of inspection:

November, 2019.

Weather Conditions:

Sunny, cloudy, dry, cold.

Description:
(a)

Type & age of property:

The property is a 3 bedroom mid terraced two storey dwelling with a single storey
kitchen extension to the rear.
The property has a rear garden which has a raised paving slab finished patio area,
grass lawn, paved path, raised planted bed and pvc garden shed to the rear corner of
the site. The rear garden is bounded by high level concrete block garden wall to one
side boundary, high level timber palisade fencing to the other side boundary and high
level masonry garden boundary wall with timber pedestrian gate as the rear
boundary. The pedestrian gate opens onto an alleyway that discharges onto a public
road.
The front of the property has a concrete path, lawn, planted bed and shrubs. The
front garden is bounded by medium height masonry garden walls to the side and
front boundaries with painted cast iron pedestrian gate to the front boundary that
discharges onto the public footpath and the road. There is on street car parking
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along the road. The dwelling was built circa 1950’s with the rear extension built circa
2017.
Location
Located in a well established development of similar terraced houses, the property is
built with a relatively level front and rear garden with raised patio area to the rear of
the extension. There are 2 no. steps to the front entrance door of the house. There
is a step up from the rear garden to the patio area and another step up from here to
the ground floor level of the house at the rear sliding patio door. There is a ground
gulley to the rear patio area serving a rwp and gutter from the rear flat roof of the rear
extension and another ground gulley to the patio area that may serve the kitchen sink
unit and appliances. There is a gulley serving a rwp from the gutter on the main roof
at the front of the house that discharges to a ground channel and a gulley at its end
to the front of the house. In my opinion this house is not liable to flooding given
normal conditions.
(b)

Accommodation
(Brief description indicating accommodation available)

The accommodation within the property consists of the following:Ground Floor – Entrance hall with stairs to above, under stairs wc, living room,
kitchen/dining/sitting room with hot press.
First Floor – First floor landing with storage cupboard and stairs to below, bathroom,
bedroom 1 (front), bedroom 2 (rear) and bedroom 3 (front).

Planning, and additional building history.
The attic was not converted on the day of inspection and was being used for storage.
(a) Construction of rear single storey flat roof extension and associated works.
(b) An internal hall door and side screens may have been removed in the
entrance hall.
We would ask that you request opinions/certificates of compliance in relation to the
above via your solicitor.
Front – Painted rough cast dash
finish to front facade with
painted nap render plinth to
base. Painted concrete window
cills. Painted nap render reveals
to window opes and painted nap
render reveals and surround
band to front entrance
door/screen ope. Profile roof
tiles to main roof. uPVC gutter
and rwp. uPVC fascia and soffit
boards. uPVC triple glazed
windows, front external door and
side screens. Rough cast dash
finished chimney with concrete
capping to top.
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Rear – Painted rough cast dash
finish to rear facade of main
house and painted nap render
finish to full height of rear
extension with painted nap
render plinth to base. Concrete
window cills. Painted nap render
reveals to window and external
sliding door ope. Profile roof
tiles to main roof. Fibreglass
roofing material finish to flat roof
of extension. uPVC gutters and
rwp. uPVC fascia and soffit
boards. uPVC triple glazed
windows and uPVC double glazed
sliding glass door with fixed
screen. Rough cast dash finished
chimney with concrete capping
to top.

STRUCTURE
(Exterior has been inspected from ground level only)
Chimney Stacks, Flashing & Soakers
(as observed from ground level)
The chimney to the front of the house has a rough cast dash finish with a concrete
capping to the top of it in reasonable condition given age externally. The flashing to
the chimney externally appears in reasonable condition given age; however we noted
water staining to the chimney, party wall and timber roofing members near the
chimney internally in the attic space that suggests water ingress via the flashing,
chimney, sarking felt, roof tiles near the chimney and or capping to the chimney.
Presence of soakers cannot be determined without further investigation. We would
recommend that the chimney, capping, flashing, sarking felt, roof tiles and mortar
joints be checked for any moisture ingress and repaired as necessary. This
investigation should be carried out by a qualified roofing contractor.
The chimney to the rear of the house has a rough cast dash finish with a concrete
capping to the top of it with part of the dash near the capping requiring repair and the
capping requiring replacement as it appears damaged with pieces of capping that
have fallen off and capping appears rough. This repair should be carried out by a
qualified building contractor or qualified chimney specialist. The flashing appears in
reasonable condition given age. Presence of soakers cannot be determined without
further investigation.
Refer to ‘Attic Space’ and ‘Fireplaces’ sections of this report for further information on
these chimneys.
The flashing at the junction of the flat roof of the rear extension and the rear wall of
the main house appears in reasonable condition given age; however there is some
rust to it that should be removed. The fibreglass roofing material to the flat roof is
turned up the parapet wall between this house and the neighbouring house and to
the underside of the concrete capping here. There is no lead flashing to this upstand
detail; however upstand detail appears in reasonable condition given age. The
fibreglass roofing is also dressed up the sides of the upstand of the rooflight over part
of the kitchen/dining/sitting room below. This upstand appears in reasonable
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condition given age; however only part of the upstand is visible from the first floor
windows. We noted flaking paint and slight discolouration to the well of the rooflight
internally and this suggest possible moisture ingress via the junction of the rooflight
and the upstand. This appeared ‘dry’ on the day of inspection. Qualified roofing
contractor or qualified building contractor to investigate this junction for moisture
ingress and remedial measures taken where required.
The chimney to the front of the
house has a rough cast dash
finish with a concrete capping to
the top of it in reasonable
condition given age externally.
The flashing to the chimney
externally appears in reasonable
condition given age.

The chimney to the rear of the
house has a rough cast dash
finish with a concrete capping to
the top of it with part of the dash
near the capping requiring repair
and the capping requiring
replacement as it appears
damaged with pieces of capping
that have fallen off and capping
appears rough.

The fibreglass roofing material to
the flat roof is turned up the
parapet wall between this house
and the neighbouring house and
to the underside of the concrete
capping here. There is no lead
flashing to this upstand detail;
however upstand detail appears
in reasonable condition given
age.
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The flashing at the junction of
the flat roof of the rear extension
and the rear wall of the main
house appears in reasonable
condition given age; however
there is some rust to it that
should be removed.
The fibreglass roofing is also
dressed up the sides of the
upstand of the rooflight over part
of the kitchen/dining/sitting room
below. This upstand appears in
reasonable condition given age;
however only part of the upstand
is visible from the first floor
windows.

Roofs – Exterior
(as observed from ground level)

The main roof to this house is an ‘A’ framed roof spanning from front to rear of the
house and finished in profiled roof tiles to a reasonable fall and all appears in
reasonable condition given age. There is a uPVC fascia and soffit boards to the
main roof and there appears to be vent grilles to the soffit to permanently ventilate
the roof space.
There appears to be a fibreglass finish to the flat roof of the rear kitchen/dining/sitting
room extension and it appears to be laid to a shallow fall and appears in reasonable
condition given age. The fibreglass is dressed up the side of the parapet wall
between this house and the neighbouring house with fibreglass finished verge and
eaves details formed on the other edges of the extension roof. The extract duct from
the mechanical extract in the kitchen appears to penetrate the roof near the parapet
wall. The fibreglass roofing is also dressed up the sides of the upstand of the
rooflight over part of the kitchen/dining/sitting room below. This upstand appears in
reasonable condition given age; however only part of the upstand is visible from the
first floor windows. Refer to ‘Flashings’ section of this report earlier for further
information on this upstand. This roof has a uPVC fascia board at eaves level and
this roof does not appear to be ventilated. This requires to be investigated further by
a qualified roofing contractor or qualified building contractor and remedial measures
taken where required.
Ventilation to all roof spaces should be in accordance with Part 'F' of the Building
Regulations. All moss, lichen and algae staining to the roofs requires to be removed.
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The main roof to this house is an
‘A’ framed roof spanning from
front to rear of the house and
finished in profiled roof tiles to a
reasonable fall and all appears in
reasonable condition given age.

There is a uPVC fascia and soffit
boards to the main roof and
there appears to be vent grilles
to the soffit to permanently
ventilate the roof space.

This flat roof has a uPVC fascia
board at eaves level and this roof
does not appear to be ventilated.
This requires to be investigated
further by a qualified roofing
contractor or qualified building
contractor and remedial
measures taken where required.
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There appears to be a fibreglass
finish to the flat roof of the rear
kitchen/dining/sitting room
extension and it appears to be
laid to a shallow fall and appears
in reasonable condition given
age. The fibreglass is dressed up
the side of the parapet wall
between this house and the
neighbouring house with
fibreglass finished verge and
eaves details formed on the
other edges of the extension
roof. The extract duct from the
mechanical extract in the kitchen
appears to penetrate the roof
near the parapet wall. The
fibreglass roofing is also dressed
up the sides of the upstand of
the rooflight over part of the
kitchen/dining/sitting room
below.

Gutters & Downpipes
(Unless it was raining at the time of our inspection it might not be possible to state whether or not the
rainwater fittings are watertight or properly aligned.)

The gutters and rwps to the house are uPVC and appear in reasonable condition
given age. The rwp serving the gutter to the front of the house discharges to a
rainwater channel at ground level parallel to the side boundary, before discharging to
a gulley near the front boundary of the site. The rwp serving the gutter to the rear of
the main roof appears to discharge onto the flat roof of the extension, where in turn
the rainwater discharges to the gutter of the flat roof. The rwp serving the gutter of
the flat roof discharges to a gulley at its base. Gulley and gutters should be cleaned
out of dirt, stones, weeds, etc. Mildew and algae staining to junctions of gutters,
rwps and svp in areas and this suggests water leakage at these points. This should
be removed and junctions sealed properly. Additional gutter brackets are required in
areas throughout.
There is a svp located to the rear wall of the house and it appears to serve the
sanitary ware to the bathroom at first floor level. This svp appears to vent at high
level above the eaves and penetrates the flat roof of the rear extension. This svp is
not visible at ground floor level to the extension and may well be boxed in the corner
behind the kitchen units; however only further investigation may determine if this is
the case. It is unclear as to where the waste water from the sink unit and appliances
in the kitchen and the whb in the under stairs wc discharge to; however we noted a
gulley to the rear patio area that may serve as a back inlet gulley trap for the waste
water. Further investigation may determine if this is the case. It is unclear as to
where the foul water from the wc in the under stairs wc discharges to as this is not
visible. It may connect with the svp serving the bathroom on the first floor; however
only further investigation may determine if this is the case.
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The gutters and rwps to the
house are uPVC and appear in
reasonable condition given age.

The rwp serving the gutter to the
front of the house discharges to
a rainwater channel at ground
level parallel to the side
boundary, before discharging to
a gulley near the front boundary
of the site.

The rwp serving the gutter of the
flat roof discharges to a gulley at
its base. Gulley and gutters
should be cleaned out of dirt,
stones, weeds, etc.
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The rwp serving the gutter to the
rear of the main roof appears to
discharge onto the flat roof of
the extension, where in turn the
rainwater discharges to the
gutter of the flat roof. (right in
photo adjacent to svp).
There is a svp located to the rear
wall of the house and it appears
to serve the sanitary ware to the
bathroom at first floor level.
This svp appears to vent at high
level above the eaves and
penetrates the flat roof of the
rear extension. (left in photo
adjacent to rwp).
It is unclear as to where the foul
water from the wc in the under
stairs wc discharges to as this is
not visible. It may connect with
the svp serving the bathroom on
the first floor; however only
further investigation may
determine if this is the case.
The rwp serving the gutter to the
rear of the main roof appears to
discharge onto the flat roof of
the extension, where in turn the
rainwater discharges to the
gutter of the flat roof. (right in
photo adjacent to svp).
There is a svp located to the rear
wall of the house and it appears
to serve the sanitary ware to the
bathroom at first floor level.
This svp appears to vent at high
level above the eaves and
penetrates the flat roof of the
rear extension. (left in photo
adjacent to rwp).
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It is unclear as to where the
waste water from the sink unit
and appliances in the kitchen
and the whb in the under stairs
wc discharge to; however we
noted a gulley to the rear patio
area that may serve as a back
inlet gulley trap for the waste
water.

Roof Spaces
The attic did not appear to be converted on the day of inspection and was being used
for storage. We noted that on the day of inspection there was significant storage of
items to the attic space and hence not all of the attic space was visible.
The attic space appears to have quilt insulation between and over the ceiling joists in
areas (where visible). There is a considerable amount of storage of items obscuring
view of the insulation. Insulation thickness should be to a basic min. of 300mm quilt
insulation, between and over the ceiling joists in accordance with Part L of the
Building Regulations 2014.
We noted a sarking felt between the tiling battens and the rafters and it appears in
reasonable condition given age where visible. We noted a few small holes and tears
in areas of the sarking felt that require to be repaired and sealed.
The chimney breast to the rear of the house appears in reasonable condition given
age.
We noted water staining to the chimney breast to the front of the house, party wall
and timber roofing members near the chimney internally in the attic space that
suggests water ingress via the flashing, chimney, sarking felt, roof tiles near the
chimney and or capping to the chimney. We would recommend that the chimney,
capping, flashing, sarking felt, roof tiles and mortar joints be checked for any
moisture ingress and repaired as necessary. This investigation should be carried out
by a qualified roofing contractor. Condition of the roofing members near the chimney
breast to be determined by qualified roofing contractor also.
There is a uPVC cold water storage tank with quilt insulation to the sides and to the
lid of it, but with visible gaps to the insulation. The pipework serving the tank is not
insulated. Tank, lid and pipework should be insulated fully to meet with Part 'L' of the
Building Regulations. Tank and pipework serving it should be further investigated by
a qualified plumber for leakages and remedial measures taken where required.
We noted gaps to the top of the party walls in areas. Gaps to top and other areas of
party wall should be filled and fire stopped where none is present.
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We noted gaps to the top of the
party walls in areas. Gaps to top
and other areas of party wall
should be filled and fire stopped
where none is present.

The chimney breast to the rear
of the house appears in
reasonable condition given age.

We noted water staining to the
chimney breast to the front of
the house, party wall and timber
roofing members near the
chimney internally in the attic
space that suggests water
ingress via the flashing, chimney,
sarking felt, roof tiles near the
chimney and or capping to the
chimney.
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There is a uPVC cold water
storage tank with quilt insulation
to the sides and to the lid of it,
but with visible gaps to the
insulation. The pipework serving
the tank is not insulated. Tank,
lid and pipework should be
insulated fully to meet with Part
'L' of the Building Regulations.

The attic space appears to have
quilt insulation between and over
the ceiling joists in areas (where
visible). There is a considerable
amount of storage of items
obscuring view of the insulation.

We noted a sarking felt between
the tiling battens and the rafters
and it appears in reasonable
condition given age where
visible. We noted a few small
holes and tears in areas of the
sarking felt that require to be
repaired and sealed.

Attic Access
There is a hatch door to the ceiling of bedroom 3 and the hatch ope appears not to
be draught proofed or insulated and this should be addressed. There is a steel
foldable ladder fitted to the attic floor for access.
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There is a hatch door to the
ceiling of bedroom 3 and the
hatch ope appears not to be
draught proofed or insulated and
this should be addressed. There
is a steel foldable ladder fitted to
the attic floor for access.

Main Walls
(Inspection only from ground level, and the foundations have not been exposed for examination.
Mention is made of any indications of settlement, heave or structure movement)

There is a painted rough cast dash finish to the front wall of the main house and top
half of the rear wall of the main house and a nap render finish full height to the rear
wall of the rear extension. There is a nap render plinth to base of front wall of house
and rear wall of rear extension along with nap render reveals to all window and
external door opes and a nap render surround to the front entrance door ope. There
are concrete cills to all windows with the exception of the window to the rear
extension which should be painted. This all appears in reasonable condition given
age.
The finishes appear to be on heavy constructed outer walls, plastered internally (and
with other wall finishes as outlined further on in this report) and appear in reasonable
condition given age and appear to be structurally sound. It was not possible to
ascertain if any level of thermal insulation is within the external walls. Further
investigation by a suitably qualified person would reveal this. Please note that the
side walls of the rear extension were not visible externally as they are only visible
from the neighbouring properties either side of the extension. We noted the following
issues relating to the main walls of the house and rear extension that require to be
addressed:(a) Window and door opes should be re-silicone sealed externally as it is missing
in places and shoddily installed in other places.
(b) We noted algae, mildew, mould and dirt to the main wall finishes externally.
This requires to be removed and main walls to be painted externally.
(c) We noted slight discolouration and mildew internally in places to the main
walls. This occurs to the window/door ope reveals, window boards, etc., in
areas throughout the property internally. We noted that this may be caused
by non-use of mechanical ventilation to the bathroom, lack of mechanical
ventilation to under stairs wc and or non use of mechanical extract to
kitchen/dining/sitting room and or lack of permanent ventilation to some
rooms internally; e.g. bedroom 1 (front), etc. It may also be caused as a
result of the poor or non-sealing of window and door opes externally and
resultant build up of condensation around these opes internally, insufficient
insulation to the reveals of window and door opes, etc. Cause of
mildew/mould and discolouration may only be determined by further
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investigation. Moisture meter readings were taken to all window opes and
other areas where discolouration and mildew were present, on the day of
inspection and all registered as being ‘dry’ with the exception of that outlined
in ‘dpc’ section of this report later on.
(d) We noted repairs to the main walls in areas; e.g. around vent grille to
bedroom 3 at front of house, where it appears a new wall vent was installed,
etc.
(e) We noted hairline cracks to the main walls in areas; e.g. top left corner of
window ope to rear extension extending to soffit of flat roof, etc. This crack
should be repaired, sealed to prevent the ingress of moisture and monitored
and should it reappear, increase in size, direction, severity, etc., that then a
structural engineer be employed to determine cause and advise on remedial
measures to be taken.
(f) It appears that a new pier to the front pedestrian gate to the property has
been constructed and repairs carried out to the adjoining front boundary wall.
(g) Material alteration appears to have been carried out to the main walls in areas
as follows:(1) Construction of rear single storey flat roof extension and associated
works.
Refer to ‘Planning and additional building history’ section of this report for
further information.
We noted algae, mildew, mould
and dirt to the main wall finishes
externally. This requires to be
removed and main walls to be
painted externally.
There is a painted rough cast
dash finish to the front wall of
the main house and top half of
the rear wall of the main house
and a nap render finish full
height to the rear wall of the
rear extension. There is a nap
render plinth to base of front
wall of house and rear wall of
rear extension along with nap
render reveals to all window and
external door opes and a nap
render surround to the front
entrance door ope. This all
appears in reasonable condition
given age.
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Window and door opes should be
re-silicone sealed externally as it
is missing in places and shoddily
installed in other places.
There are painted concrete cills
to all windows with the exception
of the window to the rear
extension which should be
painted.

We noted hairline cracks to the
main walls in areas; e.g. top left
corner of window ope to rear
extension extending to soffit of
flat roof, etc.

Material alteration appears to
have been carried out to the
main walls in areas as follows:Construction of rear single storey
flat roof extension and
associated works.
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It appears that a new pier to the
front pedestrian gate to the
property has been constructed
and repairs carried out to the
adjoining front boundary wall.

Damp Proof Course & Sub-Floor Ventilation
(comment is made as to whether a DPC is apparent and effective and as to the adequacy of sub-floor
ventilation)

We noted that the ground floor of the rear extension appears to be of solid floor
construction and hence does not require sub-floor ventilation; however it appears that
the ground floor of the hall, under stairs wc and living room appears to be of
suspended timber floor construction. It is unclear as to whether the floor to the hot
press and sitting area part of the kitchen/dining/sitting room is of suspended timber
floor construction or of solid floor construction. Further investigation may determine
this. A sub-floor vent is visible to the front wall of the house in the plinth to provide
permanent ventilation to the sub-floor; however we noted that there does not appear
to be any other sub-floor vents visible to the main walls of the house or rear
extension to provide cross flow ventilation. There appears to be insufficient
ventilation to the sub-floor here and this should be rectified in accordance with Part
‘F’ of the Building Regulations. Refer to ‘Floors’ section of this report for further
information.
The damp proof course which is not visible appears to be working well to most places
throughout with moisture meter readings taken above skirting board level throughout
the ground floor the house and extension registering as being ‘dry’ with the exception
of the following reading that indicates that this area is ‘at risk’ and that moisture is
present:(a) 16.7 %WME to the left jamb of the front entrance door of the house.
This is not a high reading and may be caused by poor sealing of door/screen ope
externally. Only further investigation may determine the exact cause.
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A sub-floor vent is visible to the
front wall of the house in the
plinth to provide permanent
ventilation to the sub-floor;
however we noted that there does
not appear to be any other subfloor vents visible to the main
walls of the house or rear
extension to provide cross flow
ventilation.

16.7 %WME to the left jamb of
the front entrance door of the
house.

External Joinery including Window and Door Frames.
(brief description of the type of windows and their condition, where possible to examine them)

The windows and external front entrance door and side screens are all uPVC triple
glazed and appear in reasonable condition given age. The rear sliding door and
fixed screen are double glazed uPVC and appear in reasonable condition given age.
We noted that the windows and external doors are not fitted with permavent strips to
them for ventilation. Refer to ventilation section of this report for further information.
The rooflight over part of the kitchen/living/sitting room appears to be a frameless
double glazed unit and appears in reasonable condition given age. We noted that
there are issues with the windows, screens, external doors and rooflight that require
to be addressed as set out below:(a) Most windows and doors are stiff to open and close and require to have
hinging checked and oiled.
(b) We noted that there are restrictors to first floor level windows with the
exception of bedroom 1 window which has none and this requires to be
addressed.
(c) All windows and external doors require to be properly silicone sealed
externally as it is shoddily installed in places and in other areas there is none
present.
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(d) We noted the windows/doors have some mildew/mould and dirt to the frames
and thresholds internally and externally that requires to be removed.
(e) Sliding door squeaks when opening and closing and this requires to have the
guide cleaned and oiled.
(f) Qualified roofing contractor or qualified building contractor to investigate
junction of rooflight and fibreglass finished upstand externally for moisture
ingress and remedial measures taken where required. Refer to ‘Flashings’
section of this report for further information.
(g) uPVC ‘Barna’ type shed appears in reasonable condition given age.
(h) Timber pedestrian gate to rear garden appears in reasonable condition given
age.
(i) Timber fencing to side boundary requires to be stained.
The windows and external front
entrance door and side screens
are all uPVC triple glazed and
appear in reasonable condition
given age.

We noted the doors have some
mildew/mould and dirt to the
frames and thresholds internally
and externally that requires to be
removed.
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Most windows and doors are stiff
to open and close and require to
have hinging checked and oiled.

The windows are all uPVC triple
glazed and appear in reasonable
condition given age. The rear
sliding door and fixed screen are
double glazed uPVC and appear in
reasonable condition given age.

Sliding door squeaks when
opening and closing and this
requires to have the guide
cleaned and oiled.
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The rooflight over part of the
kitchen/living/sitting room
appears to be a frameless double
glazed unit and appears in
reasonable condition given age.
Qualified roofing contractor or
qualified building contractor to
investigate junction of rooflight
and fibreglass finished upstand
externally for moisture ingress
and remedial measures taken
where required.

Exterior decoration and paintwork
(The general condition has only been noted)

External walls of house and extension require to be repainted. Rough cast dash and
nap render finishes to the walls is in reasonable condition throughout. Green algae
staining and areas of lichen, mould, mildew, dirt, etc in places externally should be
removed and areas repainted/re-stained accordingly (where appropriate). We would
generally advise that external decoration should be carried out every three years as a
maintenance item. (In normal exposure conditions). uPVC ‘Barna’ type shed
appears in reasonable condition given age. Timber pedestrian gate to rear garden
appears in reasonable condition given age. Timber fencing to side boundary
requires to be stained.
uPVC ‘Barna’ type shed appears in
reasonable condition given age.
Timber pedestrian gate to rear
garden appears in reasonable
condition given age. Timber
fencing to side boundary requires
to be stained.
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External walls of house and
extension require to be repainted.
Rough cast dash and nap render
finishes to the walls is in
reasonable condition throughout.
Green algae staining and areas of
lichen, mould, mildew, dirt, etc in
places externally should be
removed and areas repainted/restained accordingly (where
appropriate).

Ceilings, walls & partitions
(these have been inspected from floor level)

The ceilings are finished at a minimum height of 2.4m above their respective room
floor levels. The ceilings have a painted nap plaster finish throughout and appear in
reasonable condition given age, but require slight repainting in places throughout.
Internal walls and main walls internally have a painted nap plaster finish with the
exception of areas as outlined further on. These appear in reasonable condition
given age. We noted however the following issues to internal walls and ceilings in
places throughout. Please note that these are examples of areas where these issues
occur and are not limited to these areas:(a) Material alteration appears to have been carried out internally as follows:-:(1) It appears that an internal hall door with fixed glazed screens or partitions
was removed in the entrance hallway, leaving a rough repaired area of
ceiling here.
(b) Discolouration to ceilings in areas; e.g. hall, etc. This may have been caused
by water leakage from radiator or other pipework in the floor above; however
on the day of inspection moisture meter readings taken to this discolouration
registered as being ‘dry’. Only further investigation may determine the exact
cause.
(c) Discolouration to ceilings in areas; e.g. sitting area part of
kitchen/dining/sitting room, etc. This may have been caused by water
leakage from sanitary ware and or pipework serving it in the bathroom above,
etc. On the day of inspection moisture meter readings taken to this
discolouration registered as being ‘dry’. Further investigation may determine
exact cause.
(d) We noted flaking paint and slight discolouration to the well of the rooflight
internally and this suggest possible moisture ingress via the junction of the
rooflight and the upstand. This appeared ‘dry’ on the day of inspection.
Qualified roofing contractor or qualified building contractor to investigate this
junction for moisture ingress and remedial measures taken where required.
(e) We noted repair to ceilings in areas; e.g. above sitting area as part of
kitchen/dining/sitting room, etc. This repair may have been carried out as a
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result of non-taping and filling of joints between plasterboard sheeting to
ceiling. Further investigation may determine exact cause.
(f) Water staining or discolouration in areas of ceilings; e.g. bedroom 2 (rear),
etc. This may be caused by water ingress via the roof above and or water
leakage from pipwork serving the water tank in the attic space above, etc. On
the day of inspection moisture meter readings taken to this area registered as
being ‘dry’. Further investigation may determine exact cause.
Other finishes to internal walls are as follows:(a) Marble upstand/splashback to above worktop in kitchen appears in
reasonable condition given age. Junction of kitchen worktop and tiling to be
re-silicone sealed.
(b) Tiled splashback above whb in under stairs wc appears in reasonable
condition given age. Mildew and dirt to be removed from tiles and grouting.
Whb to be re-silicone sealed where required. Remaining walls of under stairs
wc have a painted nap plaster finish in reasonable condition given age.
(c) Full height tiling to walls over bath with tiled splashback above whb here.
Mildew and dirt to be removed from tiles and grouting. Sanitary ware to be
re-silicone sealed where required. Remaining walls of bathroom have a
painted nap plaster finish in reasonable condition given age.
Material alteration appears to
have been carried out internally as
follows:-:It appears that an internal hall
door with fixed glazed screens or
partitions was removed in the
entrance hallway, leaving a rough
repaired area of ceiling here.

Discolouration to ceilings in areas;
e.g. hall, etc. This may have been
caused by water leakage from
radiator or other pipework in the
floor above; however on the day
of inspection moisture meter
readings taken to this
discolouration registered as being
‘dry’. Only further investigation
may determine the exact cause.
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We noted flaking paint and slight
discolouration to the well of the
rooflight internally and this
suggest possible moisture ingress
via the junction of the rooflight
and the upstand. This appeared
‘dry’ on the day of inspection.
Qualified roofing contractor or
qualified building contractor to
investigate this junction for
moisture ingress and remedial
measures taken where required.

We noted repair to ceilings in
areas; e.g. above sitting area as
part of kitchen/dining/sitting
room, etc. This repair may have
been carried out as a result of
non-taping and filling of joints
between plasterboard sheeting to
ceiling.

Water staining or discolouration in
areas of ceilings; e.g. bedroom 2
(rear), etc. This may be caused
by water ingress via the roof
above and or water leakage from
pipwork serving the water tank in
the attic space above, etc. On the
day of inspection moisture meter
readings taken to this area
registered as being ‘dry’.
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Discolouration to ceilings in areas;
e.g. sitting area part of
kitchen/dining/sitting room, etc.
This may have been caused by
water leakage from sanitary ware
and or pipework serving it in the
bathroom above, etc. On the day
of inspection moisture meter
readings taken to this
discolouration registered as being
‘dry’.

Marble upstand/splashback to
above worktop in kitchen appears
in reasonable condition given age.
Junction of kitchen worktop and
tiling to be re-silicone sealed.

Fireplaces, Flues & Chimney Breasts
(Normally flues to open fireplaces should be swept prior to occupation. It is not possible to indicate
condition of flues or the presence of flue liners)

There are 2 no. fire breast assemblies to this house; one fire breast located to the
living room and extending up through bedroom 1 (front) before penetrating the ceiling
of this room and forming a chimney breast in the attic space. The other fire breast is
located to the sitting area part of the kitchen/dining/sitting room and it extends up
through bedroom 2 before penetrating the ceiling of this room and forming a chimney
breast in the attic space. There are no fireplaces or stoves fitted to these fire breasts
as it appears that the fire opes that may once have served open fires to the living
room, sitting room, bedroom 1 and bedroom 2 have been boarded up to these areas.
The fire breasts appear in reasonable condition given age; however the building up of
the fire opes in areas appears shoddily carried out resulting in the plaster appearing
rough in areas and hairline cracks appearing to the outline of the fire opes in areas
throughout. It is unknown as to whether the flues that use to serve the former
fireplaces have been sealed at the top and only further investigation by a qualified
chimney specialist may determine this. We noted that there is no visible evidence of
vents to the fire breasts or chimney breasts to ventilate the flues and this should be
addressed where required. Should these fire breasts be reused in the future and
have open fires, gas fires or stoves installed to them; the fire breasts, chimney
breasts, chimneys and flues should be further investigated by a qualified chimney
specialist to determine whether they can support these fires or stoves and remedial
measures taken where required.
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There is a gas fired boiler installed to a kitchen cupboard as part of the kitchen units
and it is flued to the rear wall of the extension externally. We recommend that the
boiler and its flue and sealing of it, be investigated further by a qualified heating
fitter/plumber for leakages and properly sealed, repaired or replaced where required.
Fire breast to Living room.

Fire breast to bedroom 1 (front).

Fire breast to bedroom 2 (rear).
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Fire breast to Sitting area.

There is a gas fired boiler installed
to a kitchen cupboard as part of
the kitchen units and it is flued to
the rear wall of the extension
externally. We recommend that
the boiler and its flue and sealing
of it, be investigated further by a
qualified heating fitter/plumber for
leakages and properly sealed,
repaired or replaced where
required.

Floors
(The surface of all floors not covered with fixed coverings has been inspected as far as is practicable.
Fixed floorboards have not been lifted. NB: Fitted coverings will not be lifted but the Surveyor will where
possible, lift accessible corners sufficiently to identify the nature of the finish beneath. The surface areas
of solid floor construction will be inspected as for timber floors)

There appears to be carpet runner to the stairs and carpet finish to the first floor
landing and bedrooms and it all appears in reasonable condition given age.
The bathroom, hot press, under stairs wc and matwell in the hall have a tiled floor
finish in reasonable condition given age.
There is a laminate floor board finish to the hall, living room and kitchen/dining/sitting
room in reasonable condition given age.
The first floor consists of joisted timber floors construction with finishes as mentioned
earlier. There appears to be slight high and low points and a slight bounce and
creaking to the flooring on this level. This may be caused by inadequate bracing in
the floor, joisting too small in size and centres of joists too far apart in floor, improper
laying of flooring, etc.
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We noted that the ground floor of the rear extension appears to be of solid floor
construction and hence does not require sub-floor ventilation; however it appears that
the ground floor of the hall, under stairs wc and living room appears to be of
suspended timber floor construction. It is unclear as to whether the floor to the hot
press and sitting area part of the kitchen/dining/sitting room is of suspended timber
floor construction or of solid floor construction. Further investigation may determine
this. We noted slight high and low points to it in places throughout. Cause of high
and low points may be due to improper laying of flooring material, etc. Cause may
only be determined by further investigation of the flooring here. There does not
appear to be any crossflow ventilation to the sub-floor as outlined earlier and the subfloor appear to have insufficient ventilation and this should be rectified in accordance
with Part ‘F’ of the Building Regulations. Refer to ‘sub-floor ventilation’ section of this
report earlier.
Due to the amount of storage to the hot press, not all of the floor was visible here.
That which was visible appeared in reasonable condition given age. There are
limitations also to what can be observed to the floors throughout the house due to
presence of storage, furniture and fittings.
There is a laminate floor board
finish to the hall, living room and
kitchen/dining/sitting room in
reasonable condition given age.

The bathroom, hot press, under
stairs wc and matwell in the hall
have a tiled floor finish in
reasonable condition given age.
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There appears to be carpet runner
to the stairs and carpet finish to
the first floor landing and
bedrooms and it all appears in
reasonable condition given age.

Internal Joinery
(general comments only)

There are fitted units to the kitchen in reasonable/good condition given age. There
are built-in wardrobes to bedrooms 1 and 3 and they appear in reasonable condition
given age; however the wardrobe in bedroom 3 is set out in shelving. There are no
wardrobe to bedroom 2; only drawer units and a wardrobe should be installed. Some
internal doors require to have hinges oiled as they are stiff to open and close in
places. Skirtings, architraves, door frames and other sundry items appear in
reasonable condition given age. We noted that the stairs appears to have a slight
creak and should be repaired accordingly. Further investigation would determine
cause. There are vanity units to the bathroom and under stairs wc in reasonable
condition given age and a built-in cupboard to the landing in reasonable condition
given age. The hot press off the kitchen/living/sitting room appears to be shelved out
and appears in reasonable condition given age.
There are fitted units to the
kitchen in reasonable/good
condition given age.
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There is a built-in cupboard to the
landing in reasonable condition
given age.

There are built-in wardrobes to
bedrooms 1 and 3 and they
appear in reasonable condition
given age; however the wardrobe
in bedroom 3 is set out in
shelving. There are no wardrobe
to bedroom 2; only drawer units
and a wardrobe should be
installed.

Ventilation
We noted that there is a wall vent to bedroom 3 and to the kitchen/dining/sitting
room, but there are no other wall vents to living room, ground floor wc, bathroom,
bedroom 1 and bedroom 2 and this should be addressed. Bedroom2, bedroom 3,
sitting room and living room in the past would have been served by open fireplaces
which would have indirectly ventilated these rooms but which have since been
removed and fire opes built up. We noted that the windows and external doors are
not fitted with permavent strips for ventilation. Permanent ventilation should be
provided to this house in accordance with Part ‘F’ of the Building Regulations.
There is a mechanical vent to the ceiling of the bathroom and on the day of
inspection this was operational. We noted a soffit vent to the rear of the main roof
and this appears to serve this mechanical vent. We noted a mechanical vent to the
ceiling of the hot press and this appeared to be operational on the day of inspection;
however it was not possible to determine where this mechanical vent discharges to
as this was not visible externally. This mechanical vent may discharge via a wall
vent on the side wall of the rear extension; however the side elevations of this
extension were not visible as they are only viewable from neighbouring properties.
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There is no mechanical vent to the under stairs wc and this requires to be installed
and vented to the external air.
We noted that there is a mechanical extract hood over the cooking area and this
does appear to be ducted to the ceiling of the room where it penetrates the flat roof of
the rear extension before discharging via a pipe above the level of the roof. On the
day of inspection this mechanical extract was operational. All mechanical extracts
and mechanical vents require to be vented to the external air. Ventilation to this
house should be provided in accordance with Part ‘F’ of the Building Regulations.
Lack of permanent ventilation, non use of mechanical extract and mechanical
ventilation may contribute or be the cause of mildew and mould in places throughout.
We noted that there is a wall vent
to bedroom 3 and to the
kitchen/dining/sitting room, but
there are no other wall vents to
living room, ground floor wc,
bathroom, bedroom 1 and
bedroom 2 and this should be
addressed.

We noted that there is a
mechanical extract hood over the
cooking area and this does appear
to be ducted to the ceiling of the
room where it penetrates the flat
roof of the rear extension before
discharging via a pipe above the
level of the roof. On the day of
inspection this mechanical extract
was operational.

We noted that there is a
mechanical extract hood over the
cooking area and this does appear
to be ducted to the ceiling of the
room where it penetrates the flat
roof of the rear extension before
discharging via a pipe above the
level of the roof.
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There is a mechanical vent to the
ceiling of the bathroom and on
the day of inspection this was
operational.

We noted a soffit vent to the rear
of the main roof and this appears
to serve this mechanical vent to
the bathroom.

Internal Decorations
(general comment only) We have assumed that you are aware of the general state of decorations
throughout the property)

The internal decoration in this property in my opinion is in reasonable/good condition
given age.
The internal decoration in this
property in my opinion is in
reasonable/good condition given
age.
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The internal decoration in this
property in my opinion is in
reasonable/good condition given
age.

Services
(These have only been inspected visually where they were accessible and tests have not been applied.
Standards and adequacy of installations can only be ascertained as a result of a test by an appropriate
specialist. A general comment only is made)

Electricity
(Brief comment on visible and accessible areas)

There is an ELCB board installed at high level in the hot press and the ESB meter is
installed to a cupboard at high level in the hall near the front entrance door. There is
a smoke detector located to the hall ceiling and the first floor landing ceiling. There is
a detector located to the ceiling in the kitchen area of the kitchen/living/sitting room;
however it is unclear as to its type. There should be a heat detector here and hence
this detector should be investigated by a qualified electrician to determine its type
and replaced with a heat detector if required. There is a carbon monoxide detector
located at high level in the kitchen area. The heat, smoke and carbon monoxide
detectors should be tested by a qualified electrician to see if they are working and
repaired or replaced where required. The hob and other appliances were not
checked to determine if they are working properly. This should be carried out by a
qualified electrician. Any internal wiring and external wiring that is hanging loose
requires to be tidied and or connected. This all should be addressed by a qualified
electrician. There appears to be a shortage of sockets in places and this requires to
be rectified by a qualified electrician. All lighting was operational on the day of
inspection. There is a sound system installed to the house at ground floor level with
speakers located to the ceilings in areas throughout the ground floor.
We would recommend that the electric’s and wiring are checked out completely and
a qualified certificate provided in accordance with I.E.E./E.T.C.I. requirements.
(This is a general statement only)
There is an ESB meter installed to
a cupboard at high level in the
hall near the front entrance door.
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There is a smoke detector located
to the hall ceiling and the first
floor landing ceiling. There is a
detector located to the ceiling in
the kitchen area of the
kitchen/living/sitting room;
however it is unclear as to its
type.
There is a sound system installed
to the house at ground floor level
with speakers located to the
ceilings in areas throughout the
ground floor.

Any internal wiring and external
wiring that is hanging loose
requires to be tidied and or
connected. This all should be
addressed by a qualified
electrician. There appears to be a
shortage of sockets in places and
this requires to be rectified by a
qualified electrician.

There is an ELCB board installed
at high level in the hot press.
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There is a carbon monoxide
detector located at high level in
the kitchen area. The heat,
smoke and carbon monoxide
detectors should be tested by a
qualified electrician to see if they
are working and repaired or
replaced where required.

Heating System
There is a gas meter box installed to the front wall externally. The central heating
system is a gas fired boiler gable wall mounted in the kitchen/dining/sitting room and
flued through the rear wall as outlined earlier. The boiler appears to be a ‘GlowWorm Energy 30S’ gas boiler with an annual efficiency of 89.2% and is a ‘B’ rated
boiler. The boiler and its flue and sealing of it, should be investigated further by a
qualified heating fitter/plumber for leakages and repaired or replaced accordingly as
outlined earlier. The boiler should be serviced regularly and should it be found to be
faulty that it be replaced. There are room thermostats located to the ground floor
kitchen and the first floor landing in the house. There appears to be a programmer
for the heating/hot water located to the wall in the hot press.
We noted that the radiators throughout appear to be fitted with TRV’s; however the
heated towel rail to the bathroom does not appear to be fitted with a TRV and this
should be installed by a qualified plumber. Radiators and the pipework serving them
to be checked for leakages and repaired/replaced where required. We noted that
there is an accessible radiator cabinet located to the radiator in the living room. The
presence of it should be considered as these cabinets reduce the heating output for
radiators located within them. We would advise that the heating system in its entirety
be investigated further by a qualified heating fitter and recommendations made as to
how to improve it if required. We would recommend that a qualified central heating
fitter conduct a maintenance report on the heating system as a matter of general
safety.
There is a gas meter box installed
to the front wall externally
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We noted that the radiators
throughout appear to be fitted
with TRV’s.

There are room thermostats
located to the ground floor
kitchen and the first floor landing
in the house.

There appears to be a
programmer for the heating/hot
water located to the wall in the
hot press.
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We noted that the heated towel
rail to the bathroom does not
appear to be fitted with a TRV
and this should be installed by a
qualified plumber.

The central heating system is a
gas fired boiler gable wall
mounted in the
kitchen/dining/sitting room and
flued through the rear wall as
outlined earlier. The boiler
appears to be a ‘Glow-Worm
Energy 30S’ gas boiler with an
annual efficiency of 89.2% and is
a ‘B’ rated boiler. The boiler and
its flue and sealing of it, should be
investigated further by a qualified
heating fitter/plumber for
leakages and repaired or replaced
accordingly as outlined earlier.
The boiler should be serviced
regularly and should it be found to
be faulty that it be replaced.

Cold Water, Plumbing and Sanitary Fittings
Sanitary fittings are white coloured:
1. 1 no. bathroom at first floor level comprising 1 no. whb with vanity unit under,
1 no. w.c. and 1 no. bath in reasonable condition given age. There is a
folding glass screen to the top of the bath in reasonable condition given age.
There is a shower hose with shower head attached to the tap set on the bath
along with a shower rail attached to the wall over the bath and a shower rose
and it all appears in reasonable condition given age. The water pressure to
the tap set on the bath and whb appears poor and requires to be improved by
a qualified plumber. The water pressure to the shower rose appears alright,
but could be improved also. All sanitary ware to be re-silicone sealed where
required. The wc appears to have a short flush and cistern refills slowly. This
all should be investigated further by a qualified plumber and remedial
measures to be taken. All pipework serving the bathroom should be
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inspected for leakages and repaired/replaced where required and sealed
accordingly.
2. 1 no. under stairs wc comprising 1 no. whb with vanity unit under and 1 no.
w.c. in reasonable/good condition given age. The water pressure to the hot
and cold water taps appears good. All sanitary ware to be re-silicone sealed
where required. The wc appears to have a short flush and the cistern refills
slowly. This should be investigated further by a qualified plumber and
remedial measures to be taken. All pipework serving the under stairs wc
should be inspected for leakages and repaired/replaced where required and
sealed accordingly.
3. Kitchen sink is in reasonable condition. We noted that the mixer tap was
operational with the water pressure to the hot and cold water supply
appearing poor and requiring to be improved by a qualified plumber. There is
a dishwasher installed to the kitchen and a washing machine installed to the
hot press and they both appear in reasonable condition given age. They
have not been tested to see if they are operational. This should be carried
out by a qualified electrician. We would recommend that the pipework to be
investigated further for leakages and repaired/replaced and sealed where
required.
It is important that the kitchen sink, kitchen appliances, all sanitary ware, their
connections, sealing of sanitary ware, pipework serving the sanitary ware,
radiators and heated towel rail and their pipework, cold water storage tank and its
pipework and hot water cylinder and its pipework be investigated for leakages
and repaired/replaced accordingly.
1 no. under stairs wc comprising 1
no. whb with vanity unit under
and 1 no. w.c. in reasonable/good
condition given age.
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1 no. bathroom at first floor level
comprising 1 no. whb with vanity
unit under, 1 no. w.c. and 1 no.
bath in reasonable condition given
age. There is a folding glass
screen to the top of the bath in
reasonable condition given age.

1 no. bathroom at first floor level
comprising 1 no. whb with vanity
unit under in reasonable condition
given age.

1 no. bathroom at first floor level
comprising 1 no. bath in
reasonable condition given age.
There is a folding glass screen to
the top of the bath in reasonable
condition given age. There is a
shower hose with shower head
attached to the tap set on the
bath along with a shower rail
attached to the wall over the bath
and a shower rose and it all
appears in reasonable condition
given age.
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Kitchen sink is in reasonable
condition.

For information in relation to the waste pipes and soil vent pipes to these fittings;
refer to earlier in this report.
There appears to be a factory insulated stainless steel hot water cylinder installed to
the hot press off the kitchen/dining/sitting room of the house. Not all of the cylinder
and its pipework was visible on the day of inspection due to the amount of storage
and shelving to the hot press obscuring the view of it. However, that which was
visible appears in reasonable condition given age. We would recommend that the
cylinder and its pipework along with the cold water storage tank in the attic space; be
investigated further for leakages and remedial measures taken where required.
Refer to earlier in this report for further information on this tank. There appears to be
a thermostat installed to the side of the cylinder. We noted that this house is
occupied and hence water is circulating throughout the system.
We always recommend that a plumber conduct a maintenance report on the
bathroom, sanitary fittings, hot press, and general plumbing fittings including a
pressurisation test throughout the dwelling. (This is a general statement only).
There appears to be a factory
insulated stainless steel hot water
cylinder installed to the hot press
off the kitchen/dining/sitting room
of the house.
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There appears to be a thermostat
installed to the side of the
cylinder.

Drainage
(No drain covers were lifted and as such this is a general comment only)

Foul Drainage
Foul water drainage and waste water drainage is as outlined earlier in this report. It
is not possible to ascertain without further investigation where foul water and waste
water go to from where the svp penetrates the roof of the rear extension. It is unclear
as to where the waste water from the sink unit and appliances in the kitchen and the
whb in the under stairs wc discharge to; however we noted a gulley to the rear patio
area that may serve as a back inlet gulley trap for the waste water. Further
investigation may determine if this is the case. It is unclear as to where the foul
water from the wc in the under stairs wc discharges to as this is not visible. It may
connect with the svp serving the bathroom on the first floor; however only further
investigation may determine if this is the case.
Surface Drainage
Surface water drainage is as outlined earlier in this report. It is not possible to
ascertain without further investigation where the surface water drainage went to from
where the rainwater discharges to gulleys at the base of rwps.
Garages and outbuildings
(general comment only)

There is a uPVC ‘Barna’ type shed to the rear garden n reasonable condition given
age. Parking is on-street as outlined earlier.
Other General Comments
(Other aspects not covered in the preceding report which we feel are of note)

This property as stated earlier is in reasonable/good condition given age, but will
require some repairs and treatment as outlined in the report. I would consider this a
good property for purchase given its location, subject to clients requirements and to
all outlined work in this report being made good and upon a favourable report from a
qualified roofing contractor, qualified building contractor and qualified chimney
specialist on the elements highlighted in this report.
Other General Comments Continued:
The cost of refurbishment would obviously be dependent upon the standard of
refurbishment and fitting out required. It is our opinion that the required expenditure
for the required repairs and treatment, could be in the region of €7,000 to €9,000
approx. However this will vary subject to any remedial measures to be taken as a
result of investigation by a qualified roofing contractor, qualified building contractor
and qualified chimney specialist and subject to specifications and your requirements
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and taste in general decoration. Additional expenditure would also be of benefit. This
estimated figure is only issued as a guide and we would strongly suggest that given
the current property and development market that you put together a detailed
projected plan and shop around for estimates for the required works subject to your
needs and requirements. Note the above costs have not incorporated the cost of
upgrading/changing the kitchen or any of the sanitary ware as specification on these
would vary greatly (general statement). The above figures are an estimate to bring
the property in to reasonable repair. An entire high specification renovation of the
dwelling could cost substantially more.
The Site
(General reference is made and only significant defects in boundary fences, walls, paths and drives are
reported. Reference to flooding, tree roots and other potential hazards is included where applicable)

The property has a rear garden which has a raised paving slab finished patio area,
grass lawn, paved path, raised planted bed and pvc garden shed to the rear corner of
the site. The rear garden is bounded by high level concrete block garden wall to one
side boundary, high level timber palisade fencing to the other side boundary and high
level masonry garden boundary wall with timber pedestrian gate as the rear
boundary. The pedestrian gate opens onto an alleyway that discharges onto the
road. The front of the property has a concrete path, lawn, planted bed and shrubs.
The front garden is bounded by medium height masonry garden walls to the side and
front boundaries with painted cast iron pedestrian gate to the front boundary that
discharges onto the public footpath and road. There is on street car parking along
the road.
Rear - The property has a rear
garden which has a raised paving
slab finished patio area, grass
lawn, paved path, raised planted
bed and pvc garden shed to the
rear corner of the site. The rear
garden is bounded by high level
concrete block garden wall to one
side boundary, high level timber
palisade fencing to the other side
boundary and high level masonry
garden boundary wall with timber
pedestrian gate as the rear
boundary. The pedestrian gate
opens onto an alleyway that
discharges onto the road.
Rear - The property has a rear
garden which has a raised paving
slab finished patio area, grass
lawn, paved path and raised
planted bed. The rear garden is
bounded by high level concrete
block garden wall to one side
boundary, high level timber
palisade fencing to the other side
boundary and high level masonry
garden boundary wall with timber
pedestrian gate as the rear
boundary.
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Front - The front of the property
has a lawn, planted bed and
shrubs. The front garden is
bounded by medium height
masonry garden walls to the side
boundaries.

Front - The front of the property
has a concrete path, lawn, planted
bed and shrubs. The front garden
is bounded by medium height
masonry garden walls to the side
and front boundaries with painted
cast iron pedestrian gate to the
front boundary that discharges
onto the public footpath and road.
There is on street car parking
along the road.

Front - The front of the property
has a concrete path, lawn, planted
bed and shrubs. The front garden
is bounded by medium height
masonry garden walls to the side
boundaries.

Limitations:
There are no further limitations other than the limitations as set out in the margins of
the report. Should you require further clarification on any of the above please contact
this office and we shall assist or advise you on the alterations/existing defects or we
can call out to you again and advise on same. We note that in general the house
appears Structurally Sound and is requiring some repairs and treatment as
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outlined. Further investigation is required by a qualified roofing contractor, qualified
building contractor and qualified chimney specialist as outlined earlier in this report
and remedial measures taken where required. Providing that all
documentation/certificates as outlined under 'Planning and additional history' section
of this report are submitted via the vendor's solicitor and all satisfactorily addressed;
that all aspects of compliance are met with in relation to these
documentation/certificates and the Building Regulations and upon a favourable report
from a qualified roofing contractor, qualified building contractor and qualified chimney
specialist on the elements highlighted in this report; it is my opinion this would be a
good property when repaired as required subject to clients needs and suitable for
investment.
Finally, in accordance with our standard practice statement we confirm that this
report is for the use only of the party to whom it addresses, and no responsibility is
accepted to any third party for the whole or part of it’s contents. The report is
prepared on the basis of full disclosure of all relevant information and facts.
Signed

Dated: November, 2019.

CC & Associates,
Coastguard Road,
Rush, Co. Dublin.
087 3547706
cathrinacoyle@gmail.com
CC & Associates I Planning, Fire Safety and Disability Access ConsultantsI
RIAI (Arch.Tech.) - Membership no. 16003.

CC & Associates
Planning, Fire Safety &
Disability Access Consultants
Cathrina Coyle
Dip. Arch.Tech.
RIAI (Arch. Tech.)

Coastguard Road,
Rush,
Co. Dublin.

W www.ccassociates.ie E cathrinacoyle@gmail.com M 087 3547706
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Energy Improvements
Building energy efficiency in to existing dwellings can reduce heating and electricity
bills, and we list some items below which we suggest can improve the efficiency of
your dwelling.


Increase thermal insulation in attic areas to minimum of 300mm quilt insulation.
Increase your attic insulation as much as
possible. As the adjacent advert suggests there
are great savings to be made with the
appropriate amount of insulation.
Attic insulation is relatively easy to install, just
make sure you are properly dressed in a
protective suit with gloves, hat and facemask to
prevent direct contact with the insulation. Also
ensure that you do not close off ventilation from
the eaves of your house – your attic needs
ventilation too!

If you want hard
standing areas in your
attic to physically put
boxes etc. down on,
consider using rigid board
insulation between the
joists in these areas
instead of quilt insulation,
and a small strip of rigid
board insulation above
them to avoid cold
bridging. Finish the hard
standing areas with 18mm
plywood or Oriented
Strand-Board(OSB)
This ensures that you are
still insulating your
attic to a good
standard, and getting
your storage areas too.



Draught seal, and thermally insulate all attic hatches.
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Inserting a draught seal around your attic
hatch will go some way to preventing all that
expensive warm air escaping into your attic
and costing you money.

Fixing thermal insulation to your attic hatch will
also go a long way to retaining all that
expensive warm air escaping into your attic
and costing you money.



Thermally insulate cold water tank.

Insulated Attic cold water storage tank –
The tank is wrapped in a waterproof thermal
insulation blanket, not dissimilar to a hot water
cylinder jacket you might find on the cylinder
in your hot press.
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Insulated Attic cold water storage tank –
Cutaway image of above tank showing makeup of insulation blanket.



Thermally insulate all pipework and jointing in attic areas.

Thermally insulate all attic pipes, doubling
up at all junctions.
The junctions are critically important, especially
if the piping is a plastic material such as
hydrodare, or qualpex and the junctions are
metal such as instantor fittings. Plastic and
metal expand and contract at different rates.
When exposed to extreme cold the plastic
piping will be forced out of the metal fittings by
ice expansion.



If you are thinking of using your attic as a habitable space, or creating a warm
space for storage, consider using the detail below to adequately insulate the
rafters in your attic.
Ensure that there is a minimum of 50mm(2 inches) left between the insulation
and the top of the rafter as the timber members in the roof still have to breathe.
Ensure that the air gap extends from the ridge all the way to the eaves on both
sides of the roof.



Have all existing doors and windows inspected by a suitably qualified window
installer and have all draught seals throughout repaired/replaced as necessary.
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If you feel there are excessive
draughts adjacent to windows and
doors Draught seal around all
external doors and windows as
required. Employ a specialist to
investigate your entire house.
If possible try and identify the
original manufacturer of the
windows, and employ them to re-do
the seals. (You may find their name
in the spacer between the two panes
of glass in your double glazing)

Draught Seals come in various
shapes and sizes and are specific to
locations in your windows and doors

If you feel that there are excessive draughts in the house and want a detailed
analysis of the scale and location of these then we suggest an air pressurisation
test.

Typical blower door installed in hall door ope

Air suction diagram

If you wish to improve the energy efficiency of your dwelling, consider replacing the
existing heating system with a new condenser boiler to include new radiators with
Thermostatic radiator valves, and/or thermostatic controls to rooms. (For a short
YouTube technical video explaining the principle of condenser boilers please click
here - http://youtu.be/6GQ_QLaSbMo or paste the link in to your web browser.
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Replacing an old heating system with a new
condenser boiler will reduce your fuel bill
and ensure maximum efficiency (typically 9296% efficient.) The condenser boiler re-cycles
exhaust gases back through the boiler,
extracting all the heat from them making it
very efficient.

Fitting temperature zone control via room
thermostats too will improve the efficiency
of your house. Typically a minimum of two
thermostats are fitted to the dwelling. One in
the living room, and a second on the landing.
By setting these thermostats to a comfortable
temperature, you are keeping your heating
system running efficiently thereby saving you
money.

Fitting temperature zone control via
thermostatic radiator valves also will
improve the efficiency of your house. A
thermostatic radiator valve(TRV) is fitted to
every radiator in the house.
By setting these thermostats to a comfortable
temperature, you are keeping your heating
system running efficiently thereby saving you
money.



Fit new, thermally insulated hot water cylinder.
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Your hot water cylinder is technically the
largest radiator in your house. Installing a
modern insulated unit will retain hot water for
days after it has been heated, giving you
excellent savings on your fuel bill.

Fit hot water cylinder with thermostatic controls.
Fitting thermostatic control to your hot water
cylinder increases the efficiency of your heating
system, thereby saving you money.
Technically your hot water cylinder is the largest
radiator in your house, and is typically heated to
65-70 degrees as part of your heating system.
Putting your hands into water for a prolonged
time at 65-70 degrees could give you third
degree burns. Being able to reduce this
temperature to 45 degrees allows you to have
hot water at a safe temperature without
constantly having to use mixer taps to
compensate to make the water comfortable.
Reducing the cylinder temperature by 20
degrees saves you money!



To reduce draughts consider modifying existing air vents in respective rooms
throughout the dwelling with a mechanical opening/closing vent fitting such as a
Reton TL80-R vent system see
http://iconstruction.ie/uploads/pdfs/Wall_Vents_Anti_Draught.pdf for details or
paste the address in to your web browser.
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All rooms require ventilation, and installing the
appropriate room vents ensures adequate
ventilation. The vent shown in the picture costs
typically €20 – 25 and has an internal slieve,
which is cut to the appropriate length, and
when fitted in to the wall ensures no air is
escaping into internal wall cavities or behind
dry-lined insulated walls. Inadequate ventilation
may lead to the build up of condensation visible
as mould spores and damp on walls. This too
can lead to respiratory infections.
If you are considering replacing windows and
doors throughout the house, insist on
window trickle vents being fitted in to the
windows as an alternative to wall vents.
Trickle vents meet your required ventilation
compliance, and are generally much more
controllable and visually more discreet than
wall vents.



Consider replacing existing incandescent light bulbs and traditional recessed
downlighters with energy efficient equivalents to save electricity.

Modern energy efficient lightbulbs can be
swapped out for your existing incandescent
ones, and recently have come down in price,
have fast light-up times, and match existing
traditional lighting in terms of colour and
strength.



Components of any renovation work may qualify under the SEI home
improvement scheme, including thermal insulation, boilers, solar panels, and
central heating control systems, visit www.seai.ie for details.
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